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A Pilot Prospective Randomized Trial with Cancer Fatigue Scale
and Juzentaihoto for Cancer-related Fatigue during
Cisplatin-based Chemotherapy for Advanced Urothelial Carcinoma
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Department of Urology, Shinshu University School of Medicine

Objectives : Chemotherapy with gemcitabine and cisplatin (GC) is a standard treatment for advanced urothelial
carcinoma. However, cancer-related fatigue (CRF) is frequently observed in patients receiving GC-chemotherapy.
This study employed the Cancer Fatigue Scale (CFS) as a novel method to monitor CRF during GC-chemotherapy
for the therapeutic effects of Juzentaihoto (JTT), a traditional Japanese (Kampo) medicine.
Methods : In this prospective single-center randomized study, 25 patients with advanced urothelial carcinoma
were randomly divided into the JTT group and the control group prior to GC-chemotherapy. The 15-item CFS
questionnaire was used to monitor CRF by providing a total score based on physical, affective, and cognitive
subscores. CFS results were monitored daily during GC-chemotherapy for 2 weeks. Physical findings and
appetite were evaluated as secondary outcomes, and adverse drug reactions were recorded.
Results : Ultimately, 10 patients in the JTT group and 12 patients in the control group were analyzed. Notable
peaks in CFS total score and subscores were observed on days 6 and 10 after chemotherapy induction. Total
CFS score and the affective CFS subscore were significantly decreased in the JTT group at multiple time
points. Patients receiving JTT also showed significant suppression of appetite loss in the second half of the study.
No adverse drug effects were noted for JTT.
Conclusions : The CFS could monitor the status of CRF during GC-chemotherapy and might be a useful method
for CRF assessment. JTT may be a safe therapeutic option for CRF management in patients undergoing
treatment for advanced urothelial carcinoma. Shinshu Med J 70 : 275―284, 2022
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Ⅰ

deed, approximately 70 ％ of patients who receive

Introduction

anticancer drugs report a sense of fatigue associated

The gold standard for the treatment of patients

with their treatment4）-6）. The general fatigue related

with advanced urothelial carcinoma (UC) is systemic

to anticancer drugs, the cancer itself, and other sur

cisplatin-based chemotherapy. A recent regimen

rounding factors can be considered together as

for advanced UC is combination chemotherapy of

cancer-related fatigue (CRF)7）. To date, however, the

gemcitabine and cisplatin (GC)1）2）. Although GC-

status of CRF induced by cisplatin-based chemo

chemotherapy is highly effective against UC, it often

therapy remains uncertain due to the difficulty in

3）

induces general fatigue as an adverse event . In
＊
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precisely evaluating it. A UC management strategy
for chemotherapy-induced CRF that includes both
treatment and monitoring is needed as well.
The Cancer Fatigue Scale (CFS) was developed by
Okuyama et al. as a scale to assess CRF8）. Its internal
275
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Table 1

Regimen of gemcitabine-cisplatin chemotherapy

Drug

Day
2

Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m

1

2

applicable to patients currently experiencing fatigue.
The validity and reliability of the scale has been
tested in Germany, Taiwan and Iran9）-11）.
Juzentaihoto (JTT), a traditional Japanese (Kampo)
medicine, is prescribed for patients with deficiency
syndrome, suffering from anemia, fatigue, and an
orexia12）. JTT also has been known to have antican
cer effects, and in a previous study provided evidence
on that JTT may be useful for patients with cancer

8

15

○

○

○

○

○
○
○

○

○
○
○

consistency was found to be α＝0.79-0.89. It is also
considered to be simple and easy to complete and

4

○

Cisplatin 70 mg/m2
Dexamethasone 3.3 mg
6.6 mg
9.9 mg
Fosaprepitant meglumine 150 mg
Palonosetron hydrochloride 0.75 mg

3

Table 2

Constituents of Juzentaihoto

Constituent medical herb

Percentage

Astragalus root
Cinnamon bark
Rehmannia root
Peony root
Cnidium rhizome
Atractylodes lancea rhizome
Japanese angelica root
Ginseng
Poria sclerotium
Glycyrrhiza

10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
5.5

associated anorexia13）.
We evaluated the ability of CFS to monitor CRF

domized trial to assess the usefulness of the CFS to

in advanced UC patients and assessed the CRF-

monitor CRF induced by GC-chemotherapy and

attenuating effects of JTT during GC-chemotherapy.

evaluate the ability of JTT to attenuate CRF. The

Ⅱ
Ａ

Methods

Patients

protocol of this trial was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Shinshu University. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants. Enroll

Eligible patients with histologically confirmed ad

ment began in January 2015, with the last patient com

vanced UC (stage Ⅲ or Ⅳ ) of the urinary bladder or

pleting the study in February 2017. Eligible patients

upper urinary tract were enrolled in this single-

were randomized at a 1 : 1 ratio into the JTT group

center study. All patients had previously been surgi

and the control group using the Alliance Clinical Re

cally treated for or had undergone biopsy of their

search Supporting System, a web-based randomizing

primary lesion, with clinical staging performed using

service.

enhanced computed tomography based on the clini

Ｃ

cal guidelines for bladder and upper urinary tract

The GC-chemotherapy regimen consisted of 1000

. Exclusion criteria included non-consent,

mg/m2 gemcitabine on days 1, 8, and 15 and 70 mg/

administration of other types of traditional Japanese

m2 cisplatin on day 2. The details of the regimen are

herbal medicines within 2 weeks before recruitment,

described in Table 1. All patients were hospitalized

inability of oral drug intake, and allergy to traditional

for at least 14 days of chemotherapy administration.1）

Japanese herbal medicines.

JTT is a dry powder extracted from 10 kinds of

Ｂ

herbs. The constituents of JTT are listed in Table 2.

cancer

14）
15）

Drugs

Study Design
This study was conducted as a prospective ran
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Patients in the JTT group received JTT at 7.5 g/day
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Table 3

The Cancer Fatigue Scale (translated from Japanese)

This questionnaire will ask you about any sense of fatigue you may be experiencing. For each question, please
circle only one number you think most aptly describes your current state. Try to answer on the basis of your initial
feeling, without thinking too deeply about each question.
Right now,

No

Slightly

Somewhat

Considerably

Very much

1. Do you become tired easily?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Do you have the urge to lie down?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Do you feel exhausted?

1

2

3

4

5

4. Do you feel you have become careless?

1

2

3

4

5

5. Do you feel energetic?

1

2

3

4

5

6. Does your body feel heavy and tired?

1

2

3

4

5

7. Do you feel that you more often make errors
while speaking?

1

2

3

4

5

8. Do you feel interest in things?

1

2

3

4

5

9. Do you feel fed-up?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Do you feel you have become forgetful?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Can you concentrate on certain things?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Do you feel reluctant?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Do you feel that your thinking has become
slower?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Can you motivate yourself to do things?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Do you feel such fatigue that you don’t know
what to do with yourself?

1

2

3

4

5

Calculation Method
Add the item scores together for every factor.
Factor 1＝(items 1＋2＋3＋6＋9＋12＋15)－7

points

(Physical subscale)

Factor 2＝20－(items 5＋8＋11＋14)

points

(Affective subscale)

Factor 3＝(items 4＋7＋10＋13)－4

points

(Cognitive subscale)

points

(Total scale score)

Add the factor scores together.

N.B. The subtractions in calculations adjust for a score of 0 as a state of no fatigue.

during the 14 days of GC-chemotherapy, The control

of the 3 CFS subscores. We monitored CFS and CFS

group did not receive JTT or any placebo. JTT was

subscores from the baseline at day 0 (i.e., the day prior

administered orally 3 times daily before each meal

to GC-chemotherapy) to day 14. Details of the CFS

for 14 consecutive days from the beginning of GC-

and its calculation method are shown in Table 38）.

chemotherapy.

The entire study was done with the subjects under

Ｄ

hospitalization.

Protocol
The primary outcome was CRF status in patients

Secondary outcomes consisted of physical patient

overall and in those with and without JTT adminis

findings, including systolic blood pressure, pulse rate,

tration as assessed by the CFS. The CFS consists of

and appetite (food intake) on days 0, 6, 10, and 14.

15 questions based on 3 subscores : physical, affective,

The amount of food intake was objectively evaluated

and cognitive. Total CFS was calculated as the sum

by medical staff (nurses and assistance nurses)

No. 5, 2022
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Fig. 1 Participant flow diagram. Enrolled patients were randomly assigned to the JTT group or the
control group. JTT, Juzentaihoto ; CFS, Cancer Fatigue Scale.

at every meal on day 0 and at 6, 10, and 14 days

analyzed in the 10 patients who received JTT. The

after the induction of GC-chemotherapy, with 100 ％

baseline characteristics of the enrolled patients are

defined as full intake of the total amount of served

presented in Table 4. There were no remarkable

meals for the day. The occurrence and severity of

differences in clinical variables between the groups.

adverse drug reactions to JTT administration were

The major primary cancer was bladder (68 ％), fol

also recorded throughout the treatment period. Blood

lowed next by ureter (23 ％) and renal pelvis (9 ％).

examinations were performed on days 0, 7 and 14.

Eighteen patients (82 ％) had distant metastasis.

Ｅ

Ｂ

Statistical analysis

Primary outcome

The baseline for all measurements was set as the

The CRF status of all participants during GC-chemo

day prior to starting GC-chemotherapy (day 0). One-

therapy is shown in Fig. 2. Total CFS score was

way repeated measures ANOVA was used to evalu

significantly increased over baseline from day 2

ate the change from baseline in all participants and

to day 14. CFS peaks were observed on days 6 and

employed to assess differences between the groups.

10, both of which exhibited significant differences

All analyses were performed using the Excel Statis

over day 0 (p＜0.01 and p＝0.01, respectively) (Fig.

tical Program File ystat2006.xls (Igakutosho Shup

2A). The first peak on day 6 was 5 days after the

pan, Tokyo, Japan). A p-value of ＜ 0.05 was consid

first gemcitabine administration and 4 days after

ered statistically significant.

cisplatin administration. The second peak on day 10

Ⅲ
Ａ

Results

Patients

was 2 days after the second gemcitabine administra
tion. Similar tendencies were witnessed in the CFS
subscores (Fig. 2B-D), especially the physical CFS

Twenty-five eligible patients were randomly as

subscore, which appeared to be the primary contrib

signed to the JTT group (n＝12) or the control group

utor to the total CFS score. The physical CFS sub

(n＝13). In the JTT group, 1 patient refused to con

score was significantly increased over baseline at all

tinue taking the drug due to its taste. One patient in

time points. The affective CFS subscore was signifi

each group withdrew from the study because of dif

cantly higher on days 6 and 10 only. The cognitive

ficulty completing the CFS. Ultimately, the data of 22

CFS subscore was significantly increased on days 4,

patients (10 in the JTT group and 12 in the control

6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 of GC-chemotherapy.

group) were analyzed as depicted in Fig. 1. The

Comparisons of CFS results between the JTT

primary and secondary endpoints were analyzed in

group and the control group are displayed in Fig. 3.

the 22 patients who completed the study. Safety was

Total CFS on days 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 13, and 14 was sig
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Table 4

Characteristics of enrolled patients

(n＝22)

Total

JTT group
(n＝10)

Control group
(n＝12)

p

71.6(63-83)

71.6(64-78)

71.7(63-83)

0.33

11
11

5
5

6
6

0.51

22.6(19.8-27.7)

22.9(20.1-27.7)

22.4(19.8-26.6)

0.17

0
1

13
9

7
3

6
6

0.18

Bladder
Renal pelvis
Ureter

15
2
5

5
1
4

10
1
1

0.11

Ⅲ
Ⅳ

4
18

3
7

1
11

0.12

10
12

5
5

5
7

0.35

1
21

0
10

1
11

0.16

Age, years
Sex
Male
Female
Body mass index, kg/m2
Performance status

Primary cancer

Clinical stage

Surgery for primary site
Yes
No
Antidepressive/antianxiety agent
Yes
No

Fig. 2 Course of CFS during GC-chemotherapy for the overall cohort. Changes in total CFS score (A),
physical CFS subscore (B), affective CFS subscore (C), and cognitive CFS subscore (D) are
shown. Statistical differences between CFS scores and baseline were determined using one-way
repeated measures ANOVA. ＊ : p＜0.05, ＊＊ : p＜0.01. CFS, Cancer Fatigue Scale.
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Fig. 3 Comparisons of the JTT group and the control group for changes in total CFS score (A), physical
CFS subscore (B), affective CFS subscore (C), and cognitive CFS subscore (D). Total CFS and
affective CFS subscore are significantly lower in the JTT group than in the control group on day
10. Statistical differences between the groups were determined using one-way repeated measures
ANOVA. ＊ : p＜0.05, ＊＊ : p＜0.01. CFS, Cancer Fatigue Scale ; JTT, Juzentaihoto.

nificantly attenuated in the JTT group as compared

Ⅳ

with the control group (Fig. 3A). No remarkable

Discussion

differences were detected between the groups for

This investigation is the first to demonstrate the

the physical or cognitive CFS subscores, although the

effects of JTT in attenuating CRF as monitored by

affective CFS subscore was significantly attenuated

the CFS during GC-chemotherapy for advanced UC.

in the JTT group from day 9 to day 13 (Fig. 3B-D).

Based on CFS findings, JTT appeared to mitigate

Ｃ

overall CRF and affective stress and could attenuate

Secondary outcomes
There were no remarkable differences for systolic

a loss in appetite without any serious adverse drug

blood pressure or pulse rate throughout GC-chemo

reactions. The combination of the CFS and JTT may

therapy in patients overall (Fig. 4A, B). In con

represent a novel management strategy for cancer-

trast, appetite was significantly decreased on days

related fatigue.

6, 10, and 14 (Fig. 4C). In group comparisons, appe

CRF is one of the most frequent symptoms in pa

tite loss on days 6, 10, and 14 was significantly

tients with malignant tumors, with reported rates of

attenuated in the JTT group (p＝0.017, 0.011, and

78-96 ％7）16）17）. CRF is defined as a distressing, per

0.016, respectively). No significant differences were

sistent, and subjective sense of physical, emotional,

noted for systolic blood pressure or pulse rate (Fig.

and/or cognitive tiredness or exhaustion related to

4D-F). Compared with the control group, no serious

cancer or cancer treatment that is not proportional

adverse events or laboratory data differences were

to recent activity and interferes with usual function

detected in the JTT group apart from the common

ing18）. The disorder was found to adversely influence

side effects of GC-chemotherapy, such as bone mar

daily life in over half of malignant cancer patients18）.

row suppression.

Therefore, CRF associated with malignant tumors is
a serious clinical problem worldwide.
Passik et al. reported that cancer patients often fail
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Fig. 4 Course of physical findings during GC-chemotherapy for the overall cohort. Changes in systolic blood
pressure (A), pulse rate (B), and appetite (C) are shown. Statistical differences between physical findings
and baseline were determined using paired t-tests. Comparisons of the JTT group and the control group
for changes from baseline in systolic blood pressure (D), pulse rate (E), and changes in appetite (F).
Appetite is significantly better maintained by JTT. Statistical differences between the groups were
determined using one-way repeated measures ANOVA. ＊ : p＜0.05, ＊＊ : p＜0.01. JTT, Juzentaihoto.

to communicate with their oncologists about fatigue19）.

CRF. We previously reported on the usefulness of

Although the most common evaluation method for

the CFS to monitor CRF during enzaltamide admin

CRF among malignant tumor patients is the Common

istration in patients with castration-resistant pros

Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, the test is

tate cancer23）. Similarly, the CFS was able to monitor

objectively evaluated by clinicians20）. Therefore, the

CRF status during GC-chemotherapy in this trial.

Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events

GC-chemotherapy is a standard treatment option

loses effectiveness without close communication be

for advanced UC. CRF is one of the most common

tween the clinician and patient and may become in

side effects of chemotherapy ; it not only impairs

adequate to establish clinical evidence on CRF. In the

quality of life, but also diminishes physical activity,

current-day situation with no established biomark

limits treatment, and increases morbidity3）. However,

ers for CRF, general fatigue can only be evaluated

the characteristics of CRF induced by GC-chemothera

using questionnaires, such as the Brief Fatigue In

py have not been defined. In this preliminary study

ventory and the Edmonton Evaluation System21）22）.

investigating the usefulness of the CFS to monitor

However, problems remain regarding pathogenesis,

CRF during GC-chemotherapy, the CFS could track

objective parameters, and the evaluation of quantita

the changes in CRF throughout treatment. Physical

tive and qualitative aspects.

fatigue appeared to be a predominant factor in the

Developed by Japanese researchers, the CFS is the

total CFS score. Indeed, the total CFS peaks were

only self-administered questionnaire to evaluate CRF

synchronized with those of the physical CFS subscore

on a multidimensional fatigue scale of three dimen

on days 6 and 10. This finding indicated that treat

8）

sions : physical, affective, and cognitive . Therefore,

ment of physical condition and reduction of physical

the CFS is a simple method to obtain both quantita

stress could be especially beneficial for managing CRF

tive and qualitative assessments of CRF, which may

during GC-chemotherapy.

provide useful information to establish treatments for
No. 5, 2022
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gies for CRF is lacking. Kampo medicine, also known

This study had several limitations that must be

as traditional Japanese herbal medicine, has been

considered when interpreting the results. First, the

developed to treat various conditions and has gained

patients in the control group did not receive a place

24）
25）

. The treatment concepts

bo, and the trial was conducted as open label. There

of Kampo medicine are very different from those of

fore, a placebo effect cannot be ruled out. Second, the

modern medicine. Almost 150 Kampo formulations

number of enrolled patients was insufficient to deter

have been approved as prescription drugs by the

mine the exact effect of JTT. Previous investigations

Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare of Japan and

using the CFS are also few in number, and this is the

a unique status in Japan

are used clinically for the treatment of a wide vari

first trial to employ the CFS for GC-chemotherapy.

ety of diseases. Some Kampo medications can be

In this sense, the study can be regarded as explor

used for general fatigue, including aging problems

atory and pilot research to investigate the applicabil

and frailty. Clinically, JTT is indicated for the relief

ity of the CFS and JTT. However, as we witnessed a

of declined constitution during disease recovery, gen

usefulness of the CFS and a therapeutic effect of

eral fatigue, malaise, anorexia, perspiration during

JTT, this trial might be acceptable as the first step

sleep, cold limbs, and anemia. JTT has also shown

to demonstrate the clinical merit of JTT. A random

effectiveness in treating various symptoms and re

ized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study contain

storing strength in elderly people and has proven

ing a large number of patients with advanced UC is

26）

suitable for long-term administration . Regarding

required to verify the present findings. Third, no

the mechanism of JTT function, animal studies

obvious mucositis, diarrhea, and taste abnormalities

showed that the drug increased hematopoietic effects

were observed in the patients. However, these were

27）

in mice . JTT could improve immunological protec

not actively searched for. So it is possible that the

tion, including cancer immunity, by increasing hema

patients had such latent symptoms, which may have

28）
-30）

. Koyohara et al. also reported

influenced the loss of appetite. Fourth, the observa

that JTT decreased the toxicity (mortality and renal

tion period may not have been sufficient to monitor

topoietic function

31）

toxicity) of cisplatin in mice . Furthermore, several

CRF completely with regard to GC-chemotherapy.

clinical reports have described an effect of JTT

Although the changes in the CFS persisted until the

32）
-34）

, and the

end of the observation period, CFS scores should

agent has been used as an adjunctive therapy for

ideally be evaluated for longer durations. Although

on hematopoiesis and anemia recovery
35）

advanced breast cancer patients . The above results

these limitations limit the interpretation of the study

led us to examine the suitability of JTT to manage

results, the present study is meaningful in that such

CRF in GC-chemotherapy in the present study.

pilot study results are necessary to conduct large-

We observed that JTT could attenuate total CFS

scale, rigorous study. Once the above limitations are

score during the treatment period, especially for the

resolved, the CFS and the effect of JTT on CRF in

affective CFS subscore, as well as a loss of appetite.

UC patients during GC-chemotherapy could be demon

Thus, JTT may primarily attenuate mental duress

strated in future trials.

during chemotherapy under hospitalization in patients

In conclusion, the present pilot study showed the

with UC. Appetite may also be better maintained

CFS appeared useful for monitoring CRF during

throughout the treatment period, particularly in the

GC-chemotherapy for severe UC and JTT could be a

latter half. JTT can be a supportive drug candidate

therapeutic option for attenuating CRF symptoms.

to help manage patients under chemotherapy by pro

The combination of the CFS and JTT could poten

moting a favorable mental and physical state without

tially serve as a novel strategy for managing CRF

serious adverse events. It was noteworthy that we

during GC-chemotherapy for UC patients.

observed no significant physical or cognitive CFS

Ⅴ

subscore alterations in spite of the statistical im
provement in total CFS score. A larger cohort may
reveal further differences in these subscores.
282
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